Sedgwick Marine

Our expertise

Logistics claims

LOGISTICS CLAIMS

SEDGWICK

ONE-STOP-SHOP

When incidents occur, logistics service
providers are faced with an array of
issues; multiple parties are involved,
claims can be substantial and there are
often legal issues.

Sedgwick is one of the largest claims
management companies in the world. Our
client relationships have stood the test
of time. We focus on delivering the right
level of expertise all over the world.

We have the knowledge and expertise
to assist in all circumstances including
issues of material damage, any logistical
challenges, business interruption claims,
liablity and personal injury.

The claims can happen at a variety
of different points in the process;
transportation, storage and forwarding.

GLOBAL NETWORK

MORE INFORMATION?

Sedgwick offers a global network of
marine surveyors and adjusters.

Please contact Marc Schuling for our
experts:

Dealing with these claims requires not
just an understanding of the standard
contractual arrangements but needs
people with experience dealing with
enhanced agreements between parties
and the arising liabilities. Sedgwick’s team
has that experience to untangle these
complex claims, determine responsibility
and establish.
Our experts ensure the interests of all
parties are considered. The experts in
our Logistics claims team have a legal
background and extensive experience in
the sector.
In the Netherlands our dedicated logistics
claims experts are available in both our
Amstelveen and Rotterdam offices.

LOCAL EXPERTISE
We understand marine insurance claims.
Whatever the loss and wherever it
happens in the world, we have a local
team of knowledgeable and trusted
experts who can manage your claim. Our
dedicated professionals have exceptional
knowledge of local laws, customs and
practices.

Marc Schuling
NIVRE-re
Manager Marine

T +31 88 286 64 64
M +31 6 82 701 479
E marc.schuling@nl.sedgwick.com

Caring counts

®

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
• business interruption;
• cargo;
• land based equipment;
• liability;
• logistics claims;
• marine liability;

RECOVERY

OUR VALUE:

We have an inhouse team of recovery
experts available to assist your business.

• dedicated marine experts;
• one-stop-shop;
• global network;

SEDGWICK MARINE APP

• personal injury;
• project-cargo;
• pre-loss surveys;
• TPA Marine.

200+

Marine experts

• inhouse expertise across the board;

Our marine app let’s you find an expert
anywhere in the world whenever you need
them.

Download
the Sedgwick Marine app
from the App store or Google play

65+

Languages

65

Countries

• inhouse recovery department;
• full digital communication capabilities.

“

Sedgwick.
Global solutions.
Local expertise

900+
Offices

27k

“

Colleagues worldwide

